W h e re Is th e E v id e n ce fo r
“E vid en ce-B ase d ” Th erap y ?
Jonathan Shedler, PhD
K EY WORD S
! Evidence-based therapy ! Empirically supported therapy ! Psychotherapy
! Psychotherapy outcome ! Cognitive behaviortherapy ! CBT ! Depression ! Anxiety
K EY POIN TS
! The term evid ence-b ased therap y has become a de facto code word formanualized therapy—mostoften brief,highly scripted forms ofcognitive behaviortherapy.
! Itis widely asserted that“evidence-based”therapies are scientifically proven and superior
to otherforms ofpsychotherapy.Empiricalresearch does notsupportthese claims.
! Empiricalresearch shows that “evidence-based” therapies are weak treatments. Their
benefits are trivial,few patients getwell,and even the trivialbenefits do notlast.
! Troubling research practices paint a misleading picture of the actual benefits of
“evidence-based” therapies,including sham controlgroups,cherry-picked patientsamples,and suppression ofnegative findings.

Buzzword .noun.An imp ortant-sound ing usually technicalword orp hrase often of
little meaning used chiefly to imp ress.
“Evidence-based therapy” has become a marketing buzzword.The term “evidence
based”comes from medicine.Itgained attention in the 1990s and was initially a callfor
criticalthinking.Proponents ofevidence-based medicine recognized that“We’ve always done itthis way” is poor justification for medicaldecisions.Medicaldecisions
should integrate individualclinicalexpertise, patients’ values and preferences, and
relevantscientific research.1
Butthe term evid ence b ased has come to mean something very differentfor psychotherapy.Ithas been appropriated to promote a specific ideology and agenda.It
is now used as a code word for manualized therapy—most often brief, one-sizefits-allforms of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT). “Manualized” means the therapy
is conducted by following an instruction manual. The treatments are often
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standardized orscripted in ways thatleave little room foraddressing the needs ofindividualpatients.
Behind the “evidence-based” therapy movement lies a master narrative that
increasingly dominates the mentalhealth landscape.The masternarrative goes something like this:“In the dark ages,therapists practiced unproven,unscientific therapy.
Evidence-based therapies are scientifically proven and superior.” The narrative has
become a justification for all-outattacks on traditionaltalk therapy—thatis,therapy
aimed at fostering self-examination and self-understanding in the context of an
ongoing,meaningfultherapy relationship.
Here is a smallsample ofwhatproponents of“evidence-based”therapy say in public:
“The empirically supported psychotherapies are stillnotwidely practiced.As a result,
many patients d o not have access to ad eq uate treatment” (emphasis added).2 Note
the linguistic sleight-of-hand:Ifthe therapy is not“evidence based”(read,manualized),
it is inadequate.Other proponents of“evidence-based” therapies go further in denigrating relationship-based,insight-oriented therapy:“The disconnectbetween whatclinicians do and whatscience has discovered is an unconscionable embarrassment.”3
The news media promulgate the master narrative. The Washington Post ran an
article titled “Is your therapist a little behind the times?” which likened traditional
talk therapy to pre-scientific medicine when “healers commonly used ineffective
and often injurious practices such as blistering, purging and bleeding.” Newsweek
sounded a similarnote with an article titled,“Ignoring the evidence:Why do Psychologists rejectscience?”
Note how the language leads to a form of McCarthyism.Because proponents of
brief, manualized therapies have appropriated the term “evidence-based,” it has
become nearly impossible to have an intelligent discussion about what constitutes
good therapy.Anyone who questions “evidence-based” therapy risks being branded
anti-evidence and anti-science.
One mightassume,in lightofthe strong claims for“evidence-based” therapies and
the public denigration ofothertherapies,thatthere mustbe extremely strong scientific
evidence fortheirbenefits.There is not.There is a yawning chasm between whatwe
are told research shows and whatresearch actually shows.
Empiricalresearch actually shows that“evidence-based”therapies are ineffective for
mostpatients mostofthe time.First,Idiscuss whatempiricalresearch really shows.I
then take a closerlook attroubling practices in “evidence-based” therapy research.
PA RT I:WH AT RESEA RCH REA LLY SH OWS

Research shows that“evidence-based” therapies are weak treatments.Theirbenefits
are trivial.Mostpatients do notgetwell.Even the trivialbenefits do notlast.
This may be differentfrom whatyou have been taught.Itis incompatible with the
master narrative.Iwillnot ask you to accept my word for any ofthis.That is why I
willdiscuss and quote primary sources.
In the Beginning

The gold standard ofevidence in “evidence-based” therapy research is the randomized controlled trial. Patients with a specific psychiatric diagnosis are randomly
assigned to treatmentorcontrolgroups and the study compares the groups.
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The motherofallrandomized controlled trials forpsychotherapy is the NationalInstitute of Mental Health (NIMH) Treatment of Dep ression Collab orative Research Program.It was the first large-scale,multisite study ofwhat are now called “evidencebased” therapies.The study included 3 active treatments:manualized CBT,manualized interpersonaltherapy,and antidepressant medication.The controlgroup got a
placebo pill and clinical management but not psychotherapy. The study began in
the mid-1970s and the firstmajorfindings were published in 1989.
Forthe lastquarterofa century,we have been told thatthe NIMH study showed that
CBT,interpersonaltherapy,and antidepressantmedication are “empirically validated”
treatments for depression. We have been told that these treatments were proven
effective.Ifocus here on CBT because the term evid ence-b ased therap y mostoften
refers to CBT and its variants.
The primary outcome measure in the NIMH study was the 54-point Hamilton
Dep ression Rating Scale.The difference between the CBT treatment group and the
placebo controlgroup was 1.2 points.4 The 1.2-point difference between the CBT
and control group is trivial and clinically meaningless. It does not pass the “So
what?” test.It does not pass the “Does it matter?” test.It does not pass the “Why
should anyone care?” test.
How could there be such a mismatch between whatwe have been told versus what
the study actually found? You may be wondering whetherthe originalresearchers did
notpresentthe data clearly.Thatis notthe case.The firstmajorresearch reportfrom
the NIMH study was published in 1989 in Archives ofGeneralPsychiatry.4 The authors
wrote:“There was limited evidence ofthe specific effectiveness ofinterpersonalpsychotherapy and none for cognitive b ehavior therap y” (emphasis added).Thatis what
the originalresearch article reports.
In 1994,the principalinvestigatorwrote a comprehensive review ofwhatwe learned
from the study, titled “The NIMH Treatment of Depression Collaborative Research
Program:Where we began and where we are.”5 Writing in carefulacademic language,
the principalinvestigatorstated,“Whatis moststriking in the follow-up findings is the
relatively smallpercentage of patients who remain in treatment, fully recover, and
remain completely wellthroughoutthe 18-month follow-up period.” The percentage
is so smallthatit“raises questions aboutwhetherthe potency ofthe short-term treatments fordepression has been oversold.”5
Whatwas thatpercentage,actually? Itturns outthatonly 24% ofthe patients got
welland stayed well. In other words, about 75%—the overwhelming majority—did
notgetwell.How can this be? We have been told the opposite for one-quarter ofa
century.We have been told thatmanualized CBT is powerfuland effective.
Statistically Significant Does Not Mean Effective

The word significant gives rise to considerable misunderstanding. In the English
language,significantis a synonym forimportantormeaningful.In statistics,significant
is a term ofartwith a technicaldefinition,pertaining to the probability ofan observed
finding.a “Statistically significant” does not indicate that findings are of scientific
import(a pointemphasized in a recentstatementby the American StatisticalAssociation6).They absolutely do notmean thatpatients getwelloreven thatthey improve in
any clinically meaningfully way.
a

Mor e pr e c is e ly , “ t he pr oba bilit y unde r a s pe c if ie d s t a t is t ic a l mode l t ha t a s t a t is t ic a l s umma r y of t he
da t a (e g, t he s a mple me a n dif f e r e nc e be t we e n t wo c ompa r e d gr oups ) would be e qua l t o or mor e
e x t r e me t ha n it s obs e r v e d v a lue .” 6
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There is a mismatch between the questions studies of“evidence-based” therapy
tend to ask versus what patients, clinicians, and health care policymakers need to
know.Studies are conducted by academic researchers who often have little orno clinicalpractice experience, who may not appreciate the challenges and complexities
therapists and patients face in real-world practice.Writing in American Psychologist,
eminentCBT researcherAlan Kazdin noted,“Researchers often d o notknow ifclients
receiving an evidence-based treatmenthave improved in everyday life orchanged in a
way thatmakes a difference” (emphasis added).7
Majormisunderstandings arise when researchers “disseminate” research findings
to patients, policymakers, and practitioners. Researchers speak of “significant”
treatmentbenefits,referring to statisticalsignificance.Mostpeople understandably
but mistakenly take this to mean that patients get well or at least meaningfully
better.
Few other disciplines emphasize “significance” instead of actual change. When
there is a meaningful treatment benefit, investigators emphasize that, not “significance.” Ifa drug is effective in lowering blood pressure,we reporthow much itlowers
blood pressure. If we have an effective weight loss program, we report that the
average person in the program lost 20 pounds, or 30 pounds, or whatever. If we
have a drug that lowers cholesterol,we report how much it lowers cholesterol.We
would notfocus on statisticalsignificance.When researchers focus on statisticalsignificance,something is being hidden.
I am embarrassed that when I first wrote about the NIMH depression study, I
assumed thatthe 1.2-pointdifference between the CBT group and the placebo control
group was statistically significant,even ifclinically irrelevant.8 Iassumed this was why
the study was widely cited as scientific evidence forCBT.When Isubsequently examined the primary sources more closely,Idiscovered thatthe 1.2-pointdifference on
the depression rating scale was not even statistically significant. It was difficult to
wrap my head around the notion thatwidespread claims thatthe study provided scientific supportforCBT had no basis in the actualdata.This seems to be a case where
the masternarrative trumped the facts.
Research Continues,Treatment Benefits Do Not

The NIMH findings were published more than 25 years ago.Surely,research findings
forCBT musthave improved overtime.Let’s jump ahead to the mostrecentstate-ofthe-artrandomized controlled trialfordepression.9 The study included 341 depressed
patients randomly assigned to 16 sessions ofmanualized CBT or16 sessions ofmanualized psychodynamic therapy.The 2 treatments did notdifferin effectiveness.The
study was published in 2013 in the American JournalofPsychiatry.The authors wrote,
“One notable finding was thatonly 22.7% ofthe patients achieved remission.”9 They
continued,“Ourfindings indicate thata substantialproportion ofpatients ...require
more than time-limited therapy to achieve remission.” In other words,about75% of
patients did notgetwell.Itis essentially the same finding reported in the NIMH study
one-quarterofa century earlier.
The appropriate conclusion to be drawn from both of these major studies is that
brief manualized therapies are ineffective for most depressed patients most of the
time.
I have described the earliest major study and the most recent. What about the
research in between? The findings are largely the same.The research is summarized
in a review paperin PsychologicalBulletin by Drew Westen and colleagues.10 The paperis a detailed,comprehensive literature review ofmanualized CBT fordepression
and anxiety disorders.
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The researchers found that the average patient who received manualized CBT
for depression remained clinically depressed after treatment, with an average
Beck Dep ressio n Invento ry score greater than 10.What about conditions besides
depression? How about panic disorder? Panic seems to be the condition for
which brief, manualized CBT work best. However, the average patient who
received “evidence-based” treatment for panic disorder still had panic attacks
almostweekly and stillendorsed 4 of7 symptoms listed in the Diag no stic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Diso rd ers, 4th edition. These patients did not get well
either.
Anotherfinding was thatthe benefits ofmanualized “evidence-based” therapies are
temporary. Treatment outcome is typically measured the day treatment ends. But
when patients are followed over time,treatment benefits evaporate.The majority of
patients who receive an “evidence-based” therapy—more than 50%—seek treatment
again within 6 to 12 months forthe same condition.This finding should give investigators pause.Itwould also be a mistake to conclude thatthose who do notseek additionaltreatmentare well.Some may have gotten well.Many may have simply given up
on psychotherapy.
Even ardentCBT advocates have acknowledged thatmanualized CBT offers lasting
help to few. Writing in Psychological Science in the Pub lic Interest, eminent CBT
researcherSteven Hollon noted “Only abouthalfofallpatients respond to any given
intervention,and only abouta third eventually meetthe criteria forremission....Moreover,mostpatients willnotstay wellonce they getbetterunless they receive ongoing
treatment.”2 Ironically,this was written by the same researcher who declared other
forms ofpsychotherapy “inadequate.” Sadly,such information reaches few clinicians
and fewer patients. I wonder what the public and policy makes would think if
they knew these are the same treatments described publicly as “evidence-based,”
“scientifically proven,” and “the gold standard.”
PA RT 2:A CLOSER LOOK AT RESEA RCH PRA CTICES

In this section,Iaddress some research practices behind the claims formanualized,
“evidence-based” therapies.Iaddress the following issues:First,most patients are
never counted. Second, the control groups are shams. Third, manualized, “evidence-based” therapy has notshown superiority to any otherform ofpsychotherapy.
Fourth,data are being hidden.
Most Patients Are Never Counted

In the typical randomized controlled trial for “evidence-based” therapies, about
two-thirds ofthe patients are excluded from the studies a priori.10 Sometimes exclusion rates exceed 80%.Thatis,the patients have the diagnosis and seek treatment,
but because of the study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria,they are excluded from
participation. The higher the exclusion rates, the better the outcomes.11 Typically,
the patients who are excluded are those who meetcriteria formore than one psychiatric diagnosis,orhave personality pathology,orare considered unstable,orwho may
be suicidal.In otherwords,they are the patients we treatin real-world practice.The
patients included in the research studies are not representative of any real-world
clinicalpopulation.
Here is some simple arithmetic. Approximately two-thirds of patients who seek
treatmentare excluded from the research studies.Ofthe one-third who are treated,
about one-half show improvement. This is about 16% of the patients who initially
presented for treatment. But this is just patients who show “improvement.” If we
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considerpatients who actually getwell,we are down to about11% ofthose who originally sought treatment. If we consider patients who get welland stay well, we are
down to 5% or fewer. In other words, scientific research demonstrates that “evidence-based” treatments are effective and have lasting benefits for approximately
5% of the patients who seek treatment. Here is another way to look at it (Fig. 1).
The iceberg represents the patients who seek treatment for a psychiatric condition—depression,generalized anxiety,and so on.The tip of the iceberg represents
the patients described in the “evidence-based” therapy research literature. Allthe
rest—the huge partofthe iceberg below the water—do notgetcounted.The research
methods renderthem invisible.
ControlGroups Are Shams

Second point: The controlgroup is usually a sham. What do I mean? I mean that
“evidence-based” therapies are almostnevercompared to legitimate alternative therapies.The controlgroup is usually a foilinvented by researchers committed to demonstrating the benefits ofCBT.In otherwords,the controlgroup is a fake treatmentthat
is intended to fail.
A state-of-the-art, NIMH-funded study of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
provides a good illustration ofa sham controlgroup.12 The study focused on “single
incident” PTSD. The patients were previously healthy. They developed PTSD after
experiencing a specific identifiable trauma.The study claims to compare psychodynamic therapy with a form of CBT called prolonged exposure therapy. It claims to
show that CBT is superior to psychodynamic therapy. This is what it says in the
discussion section: “[CBT] was superior to [psychodynamic therapy] in decreasing

Fig. 1. Mos t pa t ie nt s a r e ne v e r c ount e d. (Courtesy of iS t oc k by Ge t t y Ima ge s , S t . L ouis ,
Mis s our i.)
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symptoms ofPTSD and depression,enhancing functioning ...and increasing overall
improvement.”
Thatis whatwas communicated to the media,the public,and policymakers.Ifyou
read the fine printand do a little homework,things look very different.Who were the
therapists who provided the “psychodynamic” treatment? Were they experienced,
qualified, psychodynamic therapists? No. It turns out that they were graduate students.They received 2 days oftraining in psychodynamic therapy from anothergraduate student—a graduate student in a research laboratory committed to CBT. In
contrast,the therapists who provided CBT received 5 days oftraining by the developer
ofthe treatment,world-famous authorand researcherEdna Foa.Thatis notexactly a
levelplaying field.
Butthatwas the leastofthe problems.The so-called psychodynamic therapists
were prohibited from discussing the trauma that brought the patient to treatment.
Imagine that—you seek treatmentforPTSD because you have experienced a traumatic event,and yourtherapistrefuses to discuss it.The therapists were trained to
change the topic when patients brought up their traumatic experiences.
Ifa clinician practiced this way in the realworld,itcould be considered malpractice.
In “evidence-based” therapy research,thatis considered a controlgroup,and a basis
for claims that CBT is superior to psychodynamic therapy.b Even with the sham
therapy control condition, the advantage of CBT still disappeared at long-term
follow up—butyou would have to siftthrough the results section with a fine-toothed
comb to know this.
The “Superiority” of Evidence-Based Therapy Is a Myth

In case you are thinking the PTSD study is unusual—perhaps cherry-picked to make
a point—thatis notthe case.There is a comprehensive review ofthe psychotherapy
research literature that addresses this very question.15 It focused on randomized
controlled trials for both anxiety and depression.The researchers examined studies
that claimed to compare an “evidence-based” therapy with an alternative form of
psychotherapy. The researchers examined more than 2500 abstracts. After closer
examination, they winnowed that down to 149 studies that looked like they might
actually compare an “evidence-based” therapy with another legitimate form oftherapy. But when they finished, there were only 14 studies that compared “evidencebased” therapy with a control group that received anything resembling bona fide
psychotherapy. These studies showed no advantages whatever for “evidencebased” therapies.
Many studies claimed to use controlgroups thatreceived “treatmentas usual.” But
“treatmentas usual” turned outto be “predominantly ‘treatments’thatd id notinclud e
any p sychotherap y.”15 Iam notinterpreting orparaphrasing.This is a quotation from
the originalarticle. In other words,“evidence-based” therapies were not compared
with otherforms oflegitimate psychotherapy.They were compared and found “superior” to doing nothing. Alternatively, they were compared with control groups that
received sham psychotherapy where therapists had their hands tied—as in the
PTSD study described above.
This literature review was published in a conservative scholarly journaland the authors stated their conclusions in careful academic language. They concluded,
“Currently, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that transporting an evidenceb
S hoc k ingly , whe n a le t t e r t o t he e dit or c a lle d t he r e s e a r c he r s on t he f a c t t ha t t he s ha m t he r a py c ont r ol c ondit ion wa s not ps y c hody na mic t he r a py , t he y double d down a nd ins is t e d it wa s .1 3 ,1 4
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based therapy to routine care that already involves psychotherapy willimprove the
quality of services.” In somewhat plainer English, “evidence-based” therapies are
notmore effective than any other form ofpsychotherapy.Thatis whatthe scientific
literature actually shows.Thatis notjustmy opinion.Itis the officialscientific policy
conclusion ofthe American PsychologicalAssociation.16
Data Are Suppressed

“Publication bias” is a well-known phenomenon in research.Publication bias refers to
the factthatstudies with positive results—those thatshow the outcomes desired by
the investigators—tend to getpublished.Studies thatfailto show the desired outcome
tend notto getpublished.Forthis reason,published research can provide a biased or
skewed picture ofactualresearch findings.There is a name forthis phenomenon,itis
called the “file-drawer effect.” For every published study with positive results, how
many studies with negative results are hidden in researchers’file drawers? How can
you prove there are file drawers stuffed with negative results? Itturns outthere is a
way to do this. There are statistical methods to estimate how many unpublished
studies have negative results thatare hidden from view.
A team ofresearchers tackled this question forresearch on CBT fordepression.17
They found that the published benefits of CBT are exaggerated by 75% owing to
publication bias. How do you find out something like this? How can you know
what is hidden in file drawers? You know by examining what is called a funnel
plot. The idea is actually quite simple. Suppose you are conducting a poll—“Are
US citizens for or against building a border wallwith Mexico?”—and you examine
very smallsamples ofonly 3 people.The results can be alloverthe place.Depending on the 3 people you happen to select,itmay look like 100% ofcitizens favor a
wallor100% oppose it.With smallsample sizes,you see a wide scatterorrange of
results.As sample sizes getlarger,the findings stabilize and converge.
Ifyou graph the findings—in this case,the relationship between sample size and
treatment benefit—you get a plot that looks like a funnel(Fig. 2, left). Studies with
smallersample sizes show more variability in results,and studies with largersample
sizes tend to converge on more similar values. That is what it should look like if
data are not being hidden.In fact,what it looks like is something like the graph on

Fig.2. S a mple f unne l plot . (Courtesy of J . S he dle r, P hD, De nv e r, CO.)
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Fig.3. Wha t is e v ide nc e -ba s e d me dic ine (E BM)? (From S a c k e t t DL , Ros e nbe r g WM, Gr a y J A,
e t a l. E v ide nc e ba s e d me dic ine : wha t it is a nd wha t it is n’t . BMJ 1 9 9 6 ;3 1 2 (7 0 2 3 ):7 1 – 2 ; wit h
pe r mis s ion.)

the right(see Fig. 2).The data points thatare supposed to be in the lowerleftarea of
the graph are missing.c
WH AT “EV ID EN CE-BA SED ” IS SU PPOSED TO MEA N ?

Whatis “evidence-based” supposed to mean? Inoted earlierthatthe term originated
in medicine.Evidence-based medicine was meantto be the integration of:
a. Relevantscientific evidence,
b. Patients’values and preferences,and
c. The individualexperience and clinicaljudgmentofpractitioners (Fig. 3)1,19
Whathas happened to these ideas in psychotherapy? “Relevantscientific evidence”
no longercounts,because proponents of“evidence-based” therapies ignore evidence
for therapies that are not manualized and scripted. In 2010, Ipublished an article in
American Psychologist titled,“The Efficacy ofPsychodynamic Psychotherapy.”20 The
article demonstrates thatthe benefits ofpsychodynamic therapy are atleastas large
as those oftherapies promoted as “evidence based”—and moreover,the benefits of
c

T he r e wa s public out c r y whe n r e s e a r c h r e v e a le d t he e x t e nt of public a t ion bia s in c linic a l t r ia ls f or
a nt ide pr e s s a nt me dic a t ion.1 8 T he bia s wa s wide ly a t t r ibut e d t o t he inf lue nc e of t he pha r ma c e ut ic a l
indus t r y a nd c onf lic t s of int e r e s t of inv e s t iga t or s wit h f ina nc ia l t ie s t o pha r ma c e ut ic a l c ompa nie s .
Howe v e r, t he public a t ion bia s f or a nt ide pr e s s a nt s me dic a t ion pa le s in c ompa r is on wit h t he public a t ion bia s f or “ e v ide nc e -ba s e d” t he r a py .
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psychodynamic therapy last.Subsequentresearch replicates and extends these findings.Yetproponents of“evidence-based” therapy often disregard such evidence.“Evidence based” does notactually mean supported by evidence,itmeans manualized,
scripted, and not psychodynamic. What does not fit the master narrative does not
count.
“Patients’values and preferences” also do not count,because patients are not
adequately informed or offered meaningful choices. They may be offered only
brief manualized treatment and told it is the “gold standard.” This serves the
financialinterests ofhealth insurers,who have an economic incentive to shuntpatients to the briefest, cheapest treatments.21 Patients who know nothing of therapy aimed at self-reflection and self-understanding, or who have heard it only
denigrated as inadequate or unscientific, are hardly in a position to exercise
informed choice.
“Clinicaljudgment”also no longermatters,because clinicians are often expected to
follow treatment manuals rather than exercise independent judgment. They are
increasingly being asked to function as technicians,notclinicians.d
One could argue that“evidence based,” as the term is now applied to psychotherapy,is a perversion ofevery founding principle ofevidence-based medicine.
FA CTS A N D A LTERN ATIV E FA CTS

The information in this article may seem at odds with virtually allother respectable
scholarly sources. Why should you believe me? You should not believe me. You
should nottake my word forany ofthis—oranyone else’s word.Iwillleave you with
3 simple things to do to help sifttruth from hyperbole.When somebody makes a claim
fora treatment,any treatment,follow these 3 steps:
! Step 1:Say,“Show me the study.”Ask fora reference,a citation,a PDF.Have the
study putin yourhands.Sometimes itdoes notexist.
! Step 2:Ifthe study does exist,read it—especially the fine print.
! Step 3:Draw your own conclusions.Ask yourself:Do the actualmethods and
findings ofthe study justify the claim Iheard?
Ifyou make a practice offollowing these simple steps,you may make some shocking discoveries.
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